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Principal’s Blessings
Dear Students

“The new dawn blooms as we free it. For there is always
light if only we are brave enough to see it, if only we are
brave enough to be it.”

I take this opportunity to share my appreciation towards
all my stalwart students for acting with determination
and vigor in these trying times. The entire team of JMJ
with their unwavering support and care has led to
creation of many positive memories for all during this
virtual academic session. We have created best of
enriching opportunities in the form of myriad of virtual
activities and competitions other than regular academic
sessions. Upgrading digital skills, discovering latest
avenues and overcoming every challenge has accelerated
the pace of of our preparedness for future. As we
accepted the change, its for you dear children whose
future we wish to see dazzling and shining with glory in
all the times to come.
May you continue to grow and stretching your wings to
reach greater heights in the next academic session as
well. Remain unstoppable to lead your future course with
incredible actions imbibing morals of being good citizens. 

Wishing all of you a spree of joyful learning for the new
academic session!

Principal
Sr. Divya Thomas



 
       

              
We had an exciting activity for the kids

of Nur & Prep on 4th Feb 2022. The
name of the activity was ' Hand

Puppets ' where in our tiny tots made a
short video  holding the puppets and
reciting few lines related to it. One
could witness parents’ enthusiastic

guidance in preparing their kids for this
fun filled virtual activity.

       Hand Puppet Activity



       Hand Puppet Activity

WINNERS

 Nur – A                                 Nur – B
1st – Jayesh Anand                   1st  – Mehar Mallik

 2nd – Mayukh Kumar               2nd – Manushi Grover
3rd – Myra Gupta                       3rd- Chirag Wadhwa

     Prep – A                                   Prep - B
1st – Khwaish & Nishtha     1st – Hargun Kaur

2nd – Jorge Maria & Varsirat     2nd – Aashbi Khanna 
    3rd – Aastha Nagpal & Virag      3rd -  Jose Lucian Ekka 

 





GO QUIZZICAL
 

‘

No nation can be powerful if it forgets it’s
pride culture and heritage.’
Keeping in mind the resonance of the above-
mentioned words, our school organized an
online quiz competition ‘Go Quizzical’ with the
theme- ‘Heritage of India’, on 17 February,
2022, for the students of classes VI to VIII in
which the fervent participants in each class
gave a tough battle to each other. The aim of
the competition was to test the learners’
knowledge about the culture and heritage of
India. Their awareness about different
historical monuments was tested. The
students showcased their brilliance by rapidly
answering the questions. It was a very
informative and knowledge enriching
competition. 



Class - VI
  1. MANYA CHOPRA- VI A
  2. MANAN BHASIN- VI A

3. DHRUV JUNEJA- VI A
          LAKSHAY KUMAR-VI B

     Class VII   
  1.NIDHISH RAWAT-VII A  
 2.HARSH KUMAR- VII A  
3.NAYSA GUPTA – VII B

     Class VIII   
1. EKTA YADAV- VIII A  

     2. RYAN GOMBAR- VIII B 
      3. NIRVAIR NANDA- VIII A 

                   KAVISH RAJEEV SINGH- VIII B

WINNERS





A geometry net is a 2-dimensional shape that can be
folded to form a 3-dimensional shape or a solid. Nets
are helpful when we need to find the surface area of
the solids.
An activity was conducted for the students of classes
VI-VIII to make them understand the concepts related
to the shape and sizes of various solids and how to
make use of this information in finding the area and
volume of the solids

The students preformed this activity under the
guidance of their subject teacher- Mrs. Shiji Shinu. The
students made sure that the solid and the net have
the same number of faces and that the shapes of the
faces of the solid match the shapes of the
corresponding faces in the net.
They visualized how the net is to be folded to form the
solid and made sure that all the sides fit together
properly.
It was altogether a fun and informative activity.

Shapes In A Box





Clay modelling is an activity that helps in
the development of children in several

ways. It nurtures a child's creativity, boost
imagination and invite self-confidence.

Keeping this in view, a virtual ‘Clay
modelling Activity’ was organised on 18th
of February 2022 for classes I and II. The
students made various things using clay
like animals, flowers, scenery etc. They
could experience experiential learning

methods wherein learning by doing was
evident in everyone's work.

Clay Modelling





 
 

An activity, ‘Deep Sea’ - Water animals
Making, was organized for classes I-V

on 20 February 2022, to provide
limitless opportunities for the

creative minds. The students made
water animals using paper plates and
the material available at home. The

activity was designed with the
objective to develop aesthetic values

among our students along with
developing appreciation for the
beauty of nature around us. The

students created crafty ideas
portraying their self-expression in an

ebullient way.
 

Deep Sea Animals





 
 

Class III
 

First -Aakarsh Rajiv Singh (III A)
Second-Gangula A. Reddy(III A)

           Eshita Gupta(III B)
Third- Aahadiyaha Bara(III B)

 
Class IV

First - Punya Gupta (IV B)
         Arnav Bisht (IVB)

            Second -Riyansh Dhawan (IVA)
Third- Soumya (IV A)

                      Aarav Sharma(IVB)
 

Class V
First – Sourjo Dass (VA)
            Garv Bhola (VB)

 Second – Soham Jana (VA)
             Third – Manya Joshi (VA)                

      
 

Winners



 
 

In a view to bring math to the students
by celebrating the link between

mathematics and craft, a ‘Math O’ Art’
activity was organized virtually for

classes III-V on February 3, 2022. The fun
filled activity helped the kids in realizing
the fact that overlapping art and math
not only strengthen their skills but also
expand their vision of what it means to
be an artist and a mathematician. The

exuberant work displayed by the
students employing various shapes and
patterns was worth appreciating. The
students used geometry in their work

including shapes, symmetry, proportion
and measurement techniques.

MATH O’ ART







 
 

To enrich student’s experience in pictorial
composition through the handling of new
materials, Jesus Mary Joseph Sr.Sec.School

organised  a collage making activity for
students of Classes XI & XII on 1 February

2022 on the topic ‘Covid Scenario'.
 

 Children’s divergent thinking was
challenged when they were asked to use an
array of flat material as they had to decide

what to use and how best to use the
material to express themselves. We

witnessed the usage of various skills in the
collages made by our students.

 
 Children enjoyed the activity which was

supervised by Ms.Kalpita Lahiri
Chakravarty.

COLLAGE MAKING ACTIVITY





Once you replace negative
thoughts with positive ones, you
will start having positive results.
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